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Plan for this lecture

• The economics of auctions and tenders

• Tenders in Government Procurement 

– Minimise costs versus other objectives

– Examples from least to most complex

• Auctions as a sale mechanism

– Maximise revenue versus other objectives

– Design flaws to avoid

– Examples to illustrate complexity and variety

• Focus of this presentation is on practical issues in 

auction/tender design 
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Auctions and Tenders

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9W9Hy64LeBM&feature=em-share_video_user

• The Latin root “auctio” means increase

• A method of allocating scarce resources

• A tender is simply an ‘upside-down’ auction

• The economic theory used to analyse tenders is 

analogous to that used to examine auctions
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The connection to public policy

• Governments can use well-designed auctions to:
– Improve allocative efficiency 
– Increase revenue / reduce expenditure
– Gather information

• Clever auction/tender design can help achieve both financial and 
non-financial objectives

• For example, in Australia:

– Government tenders >  $42 billion in 2009/10.

– Gambling licences sold in Victoria (> $1 billion).

– Pollution permits, electricity, spectrum of frequency, etc. 
• Auction theory principles used to improve auction design to 

reflect policy objectives and the specific nature of the good/s 
and market conditions 

• Theory has important implications for trade-offs and 
prioritisation between competing policy objectives
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THE ECONOMIC THEORY OF 

AUCTIONS
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Auction Theory: The Canonical Model 

• One object for sale; a one-off sale

• Bidders receive a signal about the value of the 

object

– Private versus Common Value

– Independent Private Values versus Affiliation

• Takes auction format as given (first-price, Vickrey, 

“English”, Dutch) and solves for (Bayes-Nash) 

equilibrium 

– But also concerned about the optimal (‘revenue 

maximising’) auction 
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Single-Object Auction Theory: Some 

Key Principles

• Revenue neutrality (RET) for IPV and risk neutral 

bidders

– Expected payment is the same across all auctions that 

allocate the object to the highest bidder 

– Expected payment in FP auction: Expected value of 

highest bid = expected value of second highest 

valuation = Expected payment in SP auction

• RET’s importance is to allow us to understand 

when it breaks down
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Single-Object Auction Theory: Some Key 

Principles (Cont’d)

• IPV with risk-averse bidders: FP > EA 

• Affiliated signals (really a very strong assumption)
– The Linkage Principle: EA > FP

– Adding risk aversion now makes ranking ambiguous      

• Setting the Reserve Price
– Optimal auction: implemented by a SP auction with reserve price

– Revenue maximisation versus efficiency

• Impact of costly participation
– Potential trade-off between increasing n and  expected revenue

– Standard auction theory assumes n is fixed

• Asymmetric buyers
– FP > EA – a weak buyer might simply not participate in an EA! 

• Dynamic auctions might be more susceptible to (tacit) collusion 
but less susceptible to corruption 
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How theory connects to practice

• Rarely if ever we see an (one-off) auction of a single 

object

• Combine auction theory principles with insights 

from:

– Industrial organisation

– GE 

– The (not-so-conclusive) theory of multiple object auctions

• Will do this over the next slides when applying some 

of these insights to practical public policy issues
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Some key public policy concerns in 

auction/tender design

• Setting reserve/ceiling prices appropriately

• Ensuring efficient outcomes is key

• Avoid exposure problem when buying/selling multiple 
objects

• Ensuring micro rules (pre-qualification, default, etc) 
are part of the design

• Participation is encouraged (by design, training, etc)

• Mitigate collusion and avoid corruption

• Next: examples where the failure to take these into 
account resulted in adverse outcomes 
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EXAMPLES OF AUCTIONS GONE WRONG
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Example 1: Australian Satellite TV
• First-price sealed-bid auctions.

• Bidders could submit as many bids as they wish with no withdrawal 

penalty.

Initial Winning Bid Final Price After Withdrawals

A $212,000,000 A $117,000,000

A $177,000,000 A $77,000,000
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Source: John McMillan, “Selling Spectrum Rights”, Journal of Economic Perspectives, Summer, 

1994



Example 2: Sale of Radio Spectrum 

in NZ
• Second-price sealed-bid auction.

• No reserve price.

High Bid Second-Highest Bid

NZ $100,000 NZ $6

NZ $7,000,000 NZ $5,000
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Source: John McMillan, “Selling Spectrum Rights”, Journal of Economic Perspectives, Summer, 

1994



Example 3: The RCA Transponder 

Auctions in the US

Order Winning Bidder Price Obtained

1 TLC $14,400,000

2 Billy H. Bates $14,100,000

3 Warner Amex $13,700,000

4 RCTV $13,500,000

5 HBO $12,500,000

6 Inner City $10,700,000

7 UTV $11,200,000

Total                                   $90,100,000
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November 9, 1981: A Sequential Auction of Similar Items

Source: As discussed by P. Milgrom and R. Weber, “A Theory of Auctions and Competitive 

Bidding II”, Unpublished manuscript, 1982. 



Example 4: The Switzerland 3G auctions

• An ascending auction for four licences (a bidder 

could only bid for a single licence)

• Joint-bidding agreements allowed

• Low reserve prices

• The field shrank from nine bidders to just four in 

the week the auction was scheduled to begin

• Bidders had to pay just the reserve price

• 1/30 per capita of the UK and German prices

• 1/50 of the predicted revenue
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APPLYING PRINCIPLES + INSIGHTS 

TO GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT
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Tenders and Government 

Procurement

• Well-designed tenders can bring substantive 

savings to government procurement

• A spectrum from easy gains from a well-

designed tender to very complex cases:

17

E-procurement of 

standard items 

(e.g., stationery)

Acquisition of 

complex weapon 

systems

Bush tenders



E-procurement for ‘standard goods’

• Low hanging fruit
– Government uses its buying power without distorting the 

market; standard goods and no contractual complexity

– Cost minimisation is the sole objective

• Savings:  5-20% (European Commission); 22% (Brazil’s 
Planning Ministry); £6.1 b potential (UK’s Operational 
Efficiency Programme Report) 

• Savings achieved through increased competition and 
productive efficiencies from economies of scale and scope

• Implementation: Replacing sealed bid auctions with 
dynamic reverse auctions

• A range of potential non-price benefits:
– Minimise transaction costs; Mitigate corruption; Increased 

access to SMEs (geographic dimension);  Increased 
transparency; Less bureaucracy and faster aquisition processes
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More complex tenders 
• Government is the ‘only buyer’ 

• No Market exists
– Government creates the market (e.g., Bush Tenders 

(next, pollution permits) 

• Markets are very thin
– Government purchase impacts market structure (e.g., 

construction, defence (later)) 

• Purchase short-run cost minimisation no longer 
the sole concern
– Efficiency, prices over the long-run, collusion, entry, 

etc. 

• Emphasis on ‘good’ market design
– Impact of bad design can be significant
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The BushTender Program (Victoria, Australia) 

• Aims:
1. Improve native vegetation on private land
2. Engage private landholders in contracts to improve their 

native vegetation
3. Contracts to be “cost-effective.”

• ‘Good’ being purchased: Habitat Hectare (measuring the quality 
and quantity of vegetation improvements)

• First-price, sealed-bid, single-auction 
– Why? Avoid collusion; strategically complex to bid but easy to 

implement
– No price discovery during the auction and complex 

interaction with future schemes

• Encouraged participation via extensive engagement with 
potential participants.
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BushTender Bids

Source: Stoneham, Chaudhri, Ha and Strappazon (2003) 21



BushTender Outcomes
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Tender Process for the Supply of Blood 

Products (National Health System, UK)

• The NHS use a competitive tender process to source blood 
products such as Albumin

• Tenders may either be restricted (i.e. companies must be 
invited to submit a tender) or open

• Potential suppliers must submit additional information 
regarding technical, economic and financial capacity.

• Multiple objectives: 
• Price, quality, technical competence of the supplier, delivery 

performance and risk

• Saving estimated £18 – 48 million across England alone

• Tender as part of an overall strategic approach to 
purchasing blood products  
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Very complex procurement: Defence 

Acquisition 

• It involves large resources
– Both savings and mistakes can be significant

• Choices on what, when an how to buy 
– Off-the-shelf versus ‘build-your-own’

– Original acquisition + maintenance? 

– Lumpiness in purchases can lead to industry 
consolidation and reduced competition over time

• It requires clever design
– Contrast this with the two previous examples 

• The specific tender format in defence is a small part 
of an overall market design: Issue really is tendering 
versus sole sourcing
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• Competition for ‘one big market’ (bundling):

• Extract best terms prior to signing contract

• In practice, contracts are subject to renegotiation; 

– Not possible to define every possible contingency

– Once contracts are signed, shift in bargaining power

• It affects industry structure and future competition

Different approaches to what to buy

Design

Development/ 

production

Sustainment
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Different Approaches (Cont’d)

• Large benefits of achieving right balance between regulation 

(= contract design under sole purchase) and competition

• Governments around the world spent billions on designing 

electricity, gas and telco markets but little thought on 

designing defence procurement market 

Design Competition for the market

Development/Production
Competition for and in the market

[second sourcing]

Sustainment Competition for and in the market
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Quantitative benefits of competition: 

Some Examples from the US 
Price shift 

due to 
competition

Net estimated 
savings

Remarks

LSD-41 (Ship) 36% 26% Competition initiated 
due to poor cost 
performance of 
original source

SM-2 Motor 
(missile rocket 
motor)

32% 23% Was mature 
production with flat 
learning curve

SM-2 Guidance, 
controls, and 
autopilot

10% 15% Was mature 
production with flat 
learning curve

VLS Launcher 
(missile launcher)

28% 15% 2nd source for 
“National Security”, 
not cost

Rand (1990)
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Quantitative benefits of competition
Fraction of 62 US DoD competitive programs achieving savings  

Saving (%) Missile and ships Electronics

>0 70% 90%

>10 50% 80%

>20 30% 60%

>30 10% 50%

>40 0% 30%

Rand (2001,table 5.9)
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Qualitative benefits of competition
• Competition’s power to derive innovative approaches, 

including the quality of management, is of first-order

• Experience suggests that rivalry can be quite intense 
even when a market segment contains only a few firms

• Regulation is a complex, difficult process; competition 
can reduce its costs

• Competition shapes future industry structure and 
Defence’s bargaining position when negotiating with 
sole-source suppliers

• Price and cost effects are perhaps of second-order
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Limits to competition are sector specific

Use of regulation and competition will vary across 

sectors

Electronics
Bombs and 

bullets
Missiles

Ship building 
and repair

Aerospace

• No need for 
infrastructure 

• Lower 
barriers to 
entry

• IP issues

• Less 
concentrated 
industry; not 
as reliant on 
Defence

• One domestic 
producer

• Large fixed 
costs

• Difficult to 
unbundle 
various 
components

• Large fixed 
costs

• Issues of 
access to 
facilities for 
handling 
missiles 

• Unbundling 
possible (e.g., 
war heads 
versus 
electronics)

• Large fixed 
costs 

• Access to 
dockyards

• Unbundling 
feasible

• Lumpy 
demand with 
a geographic 
dimension

• Large fixed 
costs 

• Access to 
hangars and 
IP

• Integrated 
product

• Small number 
of suppliers

• Lumpy 
demand
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Concluding thoughts on Defence Procurement

• Defence  involves large resources

– More thought should go into the market/regulatory structure

– Excess burden of taxation ($1 = $1.65)! 

• Competition can bring substantial benefits 

– Positive impact on innovation,  resource and project 
management; can reduce the costs of regulation (i.e., long-term 
contracting); can work as a check against cost escalation

• Defence is a designed market and, therefore, some competition can 
be engineered into it: 

– Unbundling, mandated access to infrastructure, IP, etc.

• Where there are limits to competition ensure best practice  
regulation

– Benchmarking, auditing, sliding scale,  buyer training, … 



Government Tenders: Summing Up

• E-procurement of standard goods = low 

hanging fruit

– Improved ‘governance’ + lower costs

– Descending price auction to max competitive 

pressure

• More broadly, market/tender design includes:

– Choice of what, when and how to buy  
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APPLYING AUCTION THEORY PRINCIPLES TO 

THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES BY THE 

GOVERNMENT
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Focus on complex auctions

• Multiple Objectives: revenue maximisation is one of many 
conflicting objectives

• Great deal of effort into specifying the macro rules 
– when and what to sell: defining the good for sale and the sale 

schedule

– Who can buy: pre-qualification, guarantees, etc

• But also in the micro rules
– Auction rules including price determination

– How to deal with default

– Concerns about collusion, entry, corruption, etc.

• Auction design becomes crucial
– Bidding for spectrum of frequency for mobile telephony 

– Sale of harvested timber (Victoria)

– Bidding for gaming licences (Victoria). 
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Auctioning the Spectrum of Frequency 

for Mobile Communication

• Ascending-Price Auctions (next) 

• Hybrid auctions
– An ascending auction  that selects the two, three or more 

(depending on the number of licences) highest bidders to 
then submit sealed bids. 

• Right-to-Choose Auctions
– Highest bidder chooses first (say one object), second 

highest bidder chooses next,...

• Combinatorial Clock Auctions
– Bidders can bid on any combination of licences followed 

by a sealed-bid stage (like a hybrid auction)
35



The US (and Australia) PCS Auction 

Format
• All licences are open for bidding simultaneously and 

remain open until bidding ends on all. 
– Bidding for a licence closes when no new bids are received.

• Bidding occurs in rounds with bids announced after each 
round.

• Initial eligibility (number of licences) based on deposits.

• Activity rules that are related to maintaining eligibility:
– Stage 1: bid at least 50% of eligibility; 

– Stage 2: bid at least 80%; and 

– Stage 3: bid at least 100%.

• Withdrawing penalty: opportunity cost to the seller.
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Per Capita Revenues from PCS and 3G 

Auctions:
(Nominal prices at today’s exchange rate)

3G PCS

Austria 170 Australia 18

Belgium 76 US 90

Denmark 161

Germany 1,044

Greece 76

Italy 408

Netherlands 289

Switzerland 34

UK 1,104
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Source: Klemperer (2002), FCC and ACMA websites



Pre-Auction FCC allocated 

spectrum based on a lottery

• In the 1980s, the FCC conducted a lottery

• 320,000 applications for 643 licences

• Accountants prepared applications with total 

cost estimated to be $400m; total post 

auction value: $1b 

• Wasteful process overcome when the FCC got 

permission to use auctions in 1993.
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Design Concerns in the sale of 

spectrum
• Specific Details matters

– E.g. withdrawal penalties.

• Encouraging entry

– Hybrid versus ascending-price auction.

• Avoiding collusion

– More or less information?

• Mitigate market power (e.g., no demand reduction)

• Bidders can purchase their preferred combinations 
(e.g., limited exposure problem)

• Providing appropriate price signals

– Can auctions raise too much money?
39



The sale of the digital dividend spectrum in 

Australia: The Combinatorial Clock Auction

• Digital dividend: a chunk of the 700MHz spectrum + two smaller bands 
in the 2.5GHz range 

• Auction has two stages:

Part 1 – the allocation stage:  How much spectrum each bidder wins  

Part 2 – the assignment phase (sealed bidding round)

• Once winners and the how many generic lots they have purchased in 
each category are determined, Part 2 determines which specific lots 
each winning bidder will obtain. 

• This stage consists of a single, sealed bidding round, where the winners 
can offer to pay extra to secure specific lots. This addresses the issue 
that bidders may have reason to prefer some lots over others.
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The Allocation Stage: Primary rounds 

(clock phase)

• The primary rounds provide information to all bidders 
about the market value of the spectrum

• The lots of spectrum to be sold are divided into a number 
of categories of identical generic items 

• Each category has an individual price ‘clock’ and the price 
increases on each individual clock at different speeds 
according to the level of interest within each category

• Each bidder is allowed to make a bid for a package of lots 
across multiple categories

• In each clock round, bidders will bid for the package of lots 
they are most interested in acquiring at the current round 
prices

• It concludes when there is no excess demand for any of the 
lots in any category
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The Allocation Stage: Supplementary 

round (sealed-bidding round) 
• Bidders make their best and final offers for all the different 

combinations of spectrum they want. It is a sealed bid round.

• Sealed bids have to be consistent with their preferences revealed 
through their bids in the clock round
– Bids in the clock round should be truthful

• The winning bidders are those that make the highest value combination 
of bids
– All bids are considered from either phase of the auction, but each bidder 

can only win one of its bids

• The pricing rule: “Core point closest to Vickrey” prices – it requires an 
optimisation method (now standard in applications) 

• Reserve prices to be used strategically
– Concerns about one of the three bidders dropping out led to the Minister 

announcing a review of reserve prices

• Auctions will take place in April 2013

42
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Source: Acma
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VicForest’s Price Allocation Model (PAM) for 

harvested timber

• Substantial reduction in total forest resource 

available for harvesting with significant implications 

for industry structure and scale

• PAM takes as given:

– Total amount and location of timber to be harvested

– Total amount to be auctioned off

– Time profile of amount to be auctioned

• Thus PAM does not resolve trade-offs with 

recreational and environmental objectives or with 

supply risks for VicForests
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PAM Objectives

• Allocative efficiency

• Sustainable competition

• Industry participation

• Revenue maximisation

• Process efficiency

• Transparency and fairness 

• Conflicting objectives

– allocative efficiency vs revenue maximisation  or 
sustainable competition or process efficiency (sincere 
bidding)

– Welcome to auction design in practice! 
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Allocative efficiency in auction design

• Requires

– Absence of bidder collusion

– Bidders can purchase their preferred combinations (e.g., 
limited exposure problem)

– Market power in the auction is limited (e.g., no demand 
reduction)

– All ‘relevant’ buyers are attracted

• For single-object auctions, allocative efficiency 
requires the winning bidder pays a price at least as 
high as the second highest valuation; similar notion 
for multiple-object auctions
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Dynamic efficiency in auction design

• Are efficient intertemporal decisions made?

• Static allocative efficiency may conflict with 

allocative and productive efficiency in the 

future e.g. static allocative efficiency might 

mean enhanced market power in the future

• Solution - dynamic efficiency as an auxiliary 

objective
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Constrained efficiency

• Amount of harvested timber is a constraint

• Amount to be auctioned is a constraint

• PAM can only satisfy the notion of 

constrained efficiency with respect to these 

constraints
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Efficiency vs. Revenue maximisation

• Allocative efficiency will realise substantial revenue but will 
not necessarily maximise revenue

• Revenue maximisation is not necessarily efficient because  
it may mean a lot is not sold when it is valued more than 
the seller values it – compare to the standard monopoly 
problem!

• The Revenue Equivalence Theorem (RET) result is that 
under certain conditions (e.g., independent private values) 
different allocatively efficient auctions will raise the same 
revenue

• Allowing for some correlation between valuations, RET 
breaks down’ – this means that it might be possible to rank 
efficient auctions by the revenue they generate; ascending-
price auctions typically do well in this comparison

• Solution – revenue maximisation as an auxiliary objective
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Efficiency Sustainable competition

• High price associated with allocative efficiency 

could deter optimal investment

• Little evidence of this

• But PAM might contribute to consolidation of 

market power
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Efficiency vs. Process efficiency

• DPI - sincere bidding, discourage gaming, efficient 
price discovery

• Sincere bidding not required for efficiency; prices 
need to reflect valuations of ‘displaced’ bidders

• More explicitly statements to read as PAM 
objectives: (i) mitigate collusion and gaming; and 
(ii) minimise participation costs (so that the 
process of price discovery is efficient)

• Note these are to some extent subsumed in the 
overarching efficiency objective. For example, if 
the PAM does not minimise participation costs, 
then it is not efficient. 
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Efficiency vs. Industry participation

• Should not be a principle objective

– Do not want to encourage inefficient 

participants

– A lottery encourages participation but it is not 

efficient

• Instead a more explicitly stated objective of 

minimising the costs of participating in the 

auction, subject to the overarching 

efficiency objective
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Efficiency vs. transparency and fairness

• Possible to have a transparent and fair 

procedure that is not efficient

– A lottery might be fair and transparent but it is 

unlikely to yield an efficient allocation

• Transparency and fairness should be subject 

to the overarching efficiency objective
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Social and environmental objectives

• General allocation of the resource for social and 
environmental objectives not likely to be efficient

– Existence of asymmetric information and coordination 
costs 

• But use of PAM to address any such inefficiency 
would introduce additional inefficiencies

– E.g., revenue could even be increased by subsidising
weaker participants; the cost is that it might encourage 
inefficient entry

• We recommend against the inclusion of social and 
environmental objectives in the PAM.  But note 
there is real scope for markets to play a more 
important role in the original allocation problem
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Econometric results

• Econometric model of the price outcomes 

for 248 lots offered for sale through online 

(simultaneous ascending-price) auctions and 

sealed bid auctions 

• Based on an empirical approach that models 

auctions in an environment that recognizes 

that bidders may behave strategically when 

determining whether or not to participate in 

an auction and formulating their bids 
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Econometric results

• Lots sold through online auctions attract more 

bidders, achieve higher prices and have a higher 

probability of being sold than lots sold through 

sealed bid auctions;

• Pulpwood lots attract fewer bidders, are less 

valuable, achieve lower prices and have a lower 

probability of being sold than sawlog lots;

• Preferred timber attracts more bidders and 

achieves higher expected prices as would be 

expected in an efficient market;

• Higher reserve prices attract more bidders; 

• Larger lots attract more bidders;
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Econometric results (Cont’d)

• An increase in the number of bidders by one increases 
the market value of a lot by a statistically significant 
$0.33

• Every $1 increase in the reserve price measure is 
associated with a $1.32 increase in its expected market 
value and the relationship is highly statistically 
significant

• The expected value (sale price adjusted for the 
probability it will sell) of the benchmark lot increases 
from $21.92 to $34.65 (an increase of 58%) if sold in 
the online auction rather than in a sealed bid auction 

• Results are consistent with achieving allocative
efficiency, sustainable competition, industry 
participation and good revenue outcomes 



Are Current Objectives Being 

Achieved? 

58
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Are Current Objectives Being 

Achieved? Allocative Efficiency
1. An efficient, on-line auction system including appropriate 

software, supporting infrastructure and supporting 
documentation and training

2. Auctions have led to a significant increase in revenue 
compared to historical stumpage

3. The econometric evidence confirms that auction prices 
reflect important characteristics of the timber such as 
species and grade

Although the PAM system is clearly a significant advance over 
the system of administered allocation and pricing, a 
number of recommendations have been made to the PAM 
design that it is considered would further improve 
allocative efficiency
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Are current Objectives Being 

Achieved? Sustainable Competition
• Our econometric analysis illustrates, broadly speaking, in the 

current auction system more valuable timber does attract a larger 
number of active bidders

• The pre-qualification system contributes to the likelihood that 
bidders will make bids that reflect sustainable prices for the 
timber resource

• Auction lots have been designed to be attractive to a wide range 
of bidders

• The auctions have supported expansion of large firms as well as 
niche firms and new entrants

• There does not seem to exist any evidence of collusion

• It is important to monitor industry developments as the number 
of bidders in the auction is an important determinant of auction 
prices (and consequently efficiency)
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Are Current Objectives Being 

Achieved? Industry participation
• A wide range of bidders including operators of various sizes 

and locations and new firms have participated in the auctions

• Participation has most likely been encouraged by setting 
reserve prices that are not too high
– This is confirmed by the econometric evidence that shows every $1 

increase in the RP variable is associated with a $1.32 increase in its 
expected market value and the relationship is highly statistically 
significant

• The training, documentation and auction support services 
appear to work well and would also have encouraged industry 
participation

• The qualification and registration processes seem reasonable 
and would have helped to ensure that participants made 
credible and sustainable bids, so that participation was 
effective
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Are Current Objectives Being 

Achieved? Revenue Maximisation
• VicForests notes that its revenues have increased by $25 

milion compared with revenues that would have been 
realized under the administered allocation and pricing system 
that was in place prior to the implementation of the PAM

• In addition, the econometric evidence indicates that the 
online auction system is quite effective in raising revenue. 

• The ratio of the average (i.e., not controlling for different 
timber and auction characteristics) sample auction price to 
the average sample lot reserve stumpage price is roughly 1.5. 
That is, on average auction prices were 50% greater than lot 
reserve prices
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Are Current Objectives Being Achieved? Process 

Efficiency, Transparency and Fairness

• VicForests notes that the transactions costs for auction sales have been 
$520,000 representing only 0.3 per cent of respective sales of $167 million 
and that most of these costs relate to an upfront investment in auction 
software. Further, each new online auction costs VicForests less than 
$100,000 to undertake

• The availability of the online system also contributes significantly to 
minimising the formal participation and other transactions costs for 
participants

• There is no feedback indicating that bidders have concerns about the 
transparency and fairness of the PAM
– As noted by VicForests, a grievance process has been successfully tested. 

Although we note that bidders’ feedback argues for a more independent 
process

• It is important to recognize that competitive, ascending price auctions 
ensure that the highest bid wins; participants are confident that if they 
have the highest bid (for a lot or a combination) they will win
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Conclusion on the PAM objectives

• Overwhelming evidence that PAM produces superior 
outcomes than the old system of administered allocation:

– prices reflect bidders’ preferences (controlling for auction 
characteristics), 

– prices are higher in the open auctions (controlling for timber 
characteristics)

– auctions and supporting systems and procedures are successful in 
attracting bidders and facilitating competition,

– auctions are more transparent, collusion does not seem to be an 
issue. 

• Improvements and constant monitoring needed, as 
repeated interaction of bidders can raise competition 
issues in the long run and the number of bidders will have a 
significant impact on auction outcomes. 

• For dynamic efficiency considerations, it is important for 
bidders to know how the allocation of timber will be 
determined in the future. 



Auction of EGM Entitlements in 

Victoria

• A total of 8 712 electronic gaming machine 
(EGM) entitlements were sold for $366 million in 
a pre-auction club offer. 

• This left 18 788 available for venue operators to 
purchase in the auction: 13 750 for hotels and 
5 038 for clubs. 

• A total of 332 hotel and club venue operators 
took part in the auction, which raised $614 
million; a fraction of the estimated value of the 
entitlements. 
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Auction of EGM entitlements in Victoria 

(Cont’d)

• Two stage-auction: Venue operators had to submit a 
bid in April 2010 in order to be eligible for stage two 
in May. In the second stage, operators were allowed 
to revise their bids (upwards) on state-supplied 
consoles at a Melbourne venue over the course of a 
single day. 

• The auction divided the state into 176 markets: 88 
club markets and 88 hotel markets. 

• Prices in individual markets would rise as long as 
there was excess demand; auction ended when 
prices no longer rose. 
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Auction of EGM entitlements in 

Victoria (Cont’d)

• Of the 4 838 club entitlements that were sold, 72 per cent were 

purchased at the opening bid of $5 500. The opening bid level was also 

the reserve and was based on the lowest price paid for an entitlement at 

PACO. The hotel reserve was set at $11 000, twice the club reserve, on 

the basis that hotels venues generally earn twice as much as clubs from 

EGMs.

• The average price of entitlements sold at auction was $39 686 for hotels 

and $14 134 for clubs. 

• The Victorian AG was asked to review the auction and found that low 

revenue was a result of a number of factors including insufficient 

demand and low reserve prices.

• Often public is ‘suspicious’ of markets so auction outcomes can have 

substantive negative impact on the overall approach to use markets to 
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Government Auctions: Summing Up

• Often multiple (conflicting) objectives

• Role of economist is to point out how various auction 
designs address the multiple objectives

– E.g., the trade-off between efficiency and revenue

• Two key dynamic auction formats: Simultaneous 
ascending price auctions versus Clock Auctions

– But second sealed-bid stage becoming important for 
maximising revenue subject to efficiency

• Allocation and Price rules are only part of the story

– Defining the ‘good for sale’, dealing with bidders’ default, 
maximising participation, bidder training, etc
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